
We are ‘home’…..
and we are in ISO after testing positive to Covid!

It’s good to be back…  
I think….. we have been ‘home’ a week today, although we are not so sure what it is like 
to be back as we only had three days before we tested positive for Covid19. Flora has 
tested negative, but both my parents and myself all tested positive so we have stayed 
home since Thursday. Thankfully I do not feel sick as such, just a lingering cough.
We managed to get some beach days in before ISO, last Sunday was huge swells so we 
went out and braved the cold weather. On Tuesday we went to a park with friends and 
saved some chippies to feed the seagulls, and the rest of the week we’ve stayed inside 
playing games - some over and over again!

 

We are so thankful…

We are so thankful to finally be in Australia with every i dotted and t crossed - such 
a miracle in itself. Flora is the first child from Rwanda, under the Hague Convention to be 
adopted in NSW and we appreciate that didn’t happen without our family and friends 
like you who never gave up praying for such a miracle.

We are ever grateful for all your support we have received over the 7years we lived 
in Rwanda and even the years before I eventually arrived.  

We will never forget our Rwandan friends we call family as we start our next season 
in Sydney, we are thankful they are imprinted in our memories and our hearts. 
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We would like to give thanks to you all personally and so invite you to our 
Celebration Service - please see the flyer below and note the location. 

We plan to continue to communicate with you as we re enter our lives in the western 
world and to keep you updated you on Flora’s citizenship application.

We so look forward to coming out of ISO and starting to meet some of you in person 
for the first time, some for the first time in Australia and some to reconnect with from 
where we left off. 

Many blessings,
Michele and Flora. 
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